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Dynamic boundary problem 

J. KURLANDZKI (WARSZAWA) 

IN nns PAPER, the initial-boundary problem for hyperbolic equation by means of the solu
tion of the elliptic problem with parameter is solved. 

W pracy rozwi~je si~ problem pQCZCltkowo-brzegowy dla r6wnania hiperbolicznego za po
mQCCl rozwi~a eliptycznego problemu brzegowego z parametrem. 

B pa6oTe npHBOAHTCJI pemeHHe HaqaJILao-KpaeaoH: npo6neMbi ~ml nmep6oJIHqecKoro YPaB
HeHHH upH llOMOIUH pemeiUlR 3JIJJHIITIAeCKOi ~~ C ll8paMeTpOM. 

1. Introduction 

THE AIM of this paper is to construct the solutions of the initial-boundary problem for 
a normal hyperbolic equation [I] of an arbitrary order, in a finite cylinder !J' = [t2 , t 1] x !J, 
the differential operator having the form A = E, + L. Here E, is an elliptic operator depend
ent on a parameter. The system of the boundary conditions B/ is normal in the sense 
of [3] and the boundary problem E, u, = 'P in !J, B/ u, = gi on r is a well posed elliptic 
boundary problem [2] dependent-on a parameter t. 

The solution is constructed under the assumption that we know the solution u, = u,(tp,gi) 
of an elliptic boundary problem with a parameter as a function of arbitrary admissible 
tp, g1. By means of the relation u, = u,(tp}+u,(gi) we satisfy an arbitrary boundary condition 
in the hyperbolic problem, while tp is chosen in such a way that the hyperbolic equation 
is satisfied in the weak sense 

(u,(tp), AqJ)+(u,(gi), Atp) = (f, qJ), 

where g1 and fare known, the initial condition being u, = 0 for t < 0. 
An equivalent form is the equation for 'P 

In the paper, we make an essential use of the theorem on regularity of the solutions 
of an elliptic equation with respect to the parameter, proved. in [1]. 

We now proceed to the detailed statement of the problem. 
Let !J' = (t2 , t 1) x !J be a cylindrical domain in the Cartesian space R~i 1 the elements 

of which are the sequences x' = (x1 , x 2 , ••• , Xn, t) of real numbers, !J is a bounded domain 
in R~ the boundary r of which is an (n- I) -dimensional manifold of class coo, (t 2 , t 1) 

is an open interval, bounded in R! and containing the origin. 
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Consider the differential operator 

(1.1) A = J; a(l.(x, t)D~,, 
i(l.l.e;;;m 

J. KURLANDZICI 

the coefficients of which belong to the space C00(G) where !J' (f G c R~i 1 , i.e., !J' is contain-

d · G h · h h 1 D(l. ·-p a a a ( e m to get er Wit t e c osure, ~, = z -~- • -~- • ... -~- , x = x 1 , ... , x,.), 
uXg.1 uXg.

2 
uXg.P 

x' = (x, t), ex is a multi-index, i.e., a sequence ex1 , ex2 , ... , exp of the indices ex, each of the 
latter being an integer greater than 1 and smaller than (n+ 1) and x,.+l = t; lexl is the 
number of the indices ex, in the sequence a and 1 ex I = p. 

We assume that A is a strictly hyperbolic operator [1] with respect to every plane 
t = const, (x, t) e G. 

The operator A is associated with the system of boundary operators 

(1.2) 
B/ = 2; bJrz(X, t)D:, 

l«l<;mJ 

bjrz(X, t)EC00(F'), F' = rx (12, lt)• 

We assume that A has the form 

(1.3) A= E,+L, 

where E, is an elliptic operator dependent on the parameter t, such that for every fixed 
t e(t 2 , t 1) => [t;, t~], the boundary problem 

E,u, = f, in !J, 

B/ u, = g/ on r, j = 1, 2- ... , I 
(1.4) 

is elliptic [2]. 
The system of boundary operators B{ is normal with respect to the operator E,, i.e., 

there exist differential operators li!, S{ and S/ such that the Green formula [3] 

I 

(1.5) f (E,uv-uE,fi)dx = J; f (B/uS/v-S/uB/fi)dF 
D 1-1 r 

holds for all u and v e coo (D) with fixed t e (t;, IJ.). The example is the classical Green 
formula for the Laplace operator 

j (Aufi-ULJV)tlx = J (~: fi-u ::)dF. 
The adjoint to the boundary problem (1.4) is the following: 

(1.6) E,v = h, in !J, 
-} B, v, = d, on r, j = 1 , 2, ... , I. 

The boundary problems (1.4) and (1.6) are connected by the [3]. 
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DYNAMIC BOUNDARY PROBLEM 29 

THEOREM 1. In order that the elliptic boundary problem ( 1.4) with a normal system of 
boundary operators B have a solution, it is necessary and sufficient that the relation 

I 

(1.7) J J,ll,dx- ~ J g/s(IJ,dr = o 
D i=l r 

holds for every solution v, of the homogeneous boundary problem 

(1.8) 
E, v, = 0 in !J, 

B! v, = 0 on r' j = 1 ' 2' ... ' I. 

The theorem is also true when the operators E,, B{ and E,, B{are exchanged. 
Moreover, we assume that . the assumptions of the theorem on the regularity of an 

elliptic boundary problem with respect to the parameter t are satisfied. In particular, 
we assume that the dimension of the null subspace N,, i.e. the set of solutions of the bound
ary problem 

E,u, = o in!J, 

B/u = 0 on F, j = 1, 2, ... , I 
(1.9) 

is equal to a and independent of t: a = dim N,. 
This theorem, proved in [1], implies that there exists in N, the basis uf, uf, ... , U:, 

such that U: is of class coo with respect to t. 
The operator L in the formula (1.3) has the form 

(1.10) L = ~ acx(x, t)D~Df, 
I
CX,<f} 
{J.r,;;;m 

where 11 is a number to be defined later. 
The initial-boundary problem is formulated as follows: in an appropriate subspace 

of distributions D' (!J') we seek u, such that 

Au, = f, in !J', 

B{u, = g{ on F', j = 1, ... , I, u, = 0 for t < 0 
(1.11) 

for given/,, g{. 

2. Some function spaces 

We shall now introduce certain function spaces in the language in which the construc
tion of the solution of the problem (1.4) is carried out. 

The Banach space of distributions Hr,s(R~t 1) is the completion of the space C00(R~t 1 ) 
of infinitely differentiable functions f with compact supports in the norm 

(2.1) 
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(E') is the Fourier transform of the functionf(x'), 

E' = CE1, E1, ... , Ell+1), IE'I2 
= Ei+~~+ ... +E!+h 

E = (Eh E1 , ..• , E,.), r, s are arbitrary real numbers. 

J. KUIU.ANDZKI 

The space dual to H'•'(R~t 1) is the space H-r·-'(R~t 1). H'•'(!J') is the space of distri
butions I over !J' such that f is the restriction to !J' of a / 1 eH'· '(R'!t 1

) and then we set 

(2,2) IIJ; Q' llr,s = infi!J,; R~t 1 llr,, 

where inf is taken over all extensions of / 1 • The space H'•' (!J') is the completion in the 

norm (1.2) of the function space C00(i¥). The space dual to H'•'(!J') is H0,'·-• consisting 

of the elements Fe H-r,-•(Jr;t 1
) the supports of which are contained in ti. 

The space HQJ·-• is a completion in the norm IIF; ~+1 11-r,-• of the subspace CZ! of 
functions F e C~(~t 1) with supports contained in !J'. 

R e m a r k. In the definition of the norm (2.2) the class of extensions / 1 of the function 

f can be restricted by assuming that the supports of / 1 are contained in an interval (t1 , t~), 
such that [t1 , t1] c (t;, t~) c;; (t;, t;), (e.g. [t1 , t1] c (t;, t;)); then we obtain an equiva
lent norm. In what follows we assume that/1 do have this property. 

Let ~ q>.(x) = 1, q>(x) ~ 0, q>, e Cgo(R~) be a finite partition of unity [1] in the neigh-, 
bourhood of !J. We assume that the surfacer can be covered by a set of domains u,, such 
that u, n Q is mapped one-to-one by means of an infinitely differentiable function "• = 

= x,( C), C = (C 1 , C 2 , ••• , C,.); "• > 0, into parts of the semi-space u, c Re , in such a manner 
that r. = u,c r is a set of points with the coordinates "• (C1 , ••• , c,._ 1 , 0), where C = 
= (C1, ... , C,._1) er, c Rc-1. Assume that v takes values for which the support of fP, 
has common points with r under the additional assumption that the support of fP, is contain
ed in u,. Since F' = [t2 , t 1] xr, the local coordinate system for F' is given by the mapping 
(x,.+l, x)--+- {Cn+l, x(C)). 

Denote by r:x, the Cartesian product r:x, = R~ X Q. For I E cgocr oo), there exists 
the norm 

(2.3) [ 
~ ]1/2 

llf;F:X,IIr,s = ~ llq>.f; Rcllr,s ' 

defined in the local coordinate systems. 
The space H'•'(F:X,) is a completion in the norm (2.3) of the space Cgo(F:X,); the space 

H-r,-s (F~) is dual to H'·' (F~). 
Furthermore, we denote by H'•'(F') the space of distributions f over F', such that 

f is a restriction to F' of a / 1 e H'•' (F:X,) with the norm 

(2.4) IIJ; F' llr,s = inf ll/1; F:X,ll,,s, 

inf being taken over all extensions / 1 • In accordance with our remark we confine ourselves 

to the extensions / 1 the supports of which are contained in (i1 , t1). 

The dual space Hr~·-• consists of elements Fe H-r,-•(F:X,) the supports of which are 
contained in (t2 , t 1). 
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DYNAMIC BOUNDARY PROBLEM 31 

By means of the above-introduced spaces we define the Cartesian product 

(2.5) K!•s(!J') = H'·s-m(!J') X ll'·s-mt-1f2(F') X ... X Hr,s-m,-1f2(F'). 

The norm of the element v = (j1 , g 1 , ... , g,) e K.'·•(!J') has the form 

(2.6) lllv; .Q' lllr,• = IIJ;D'IIr,s-m+ !IK1; F'l!r.s-m1-112 + ••• + !!K1 ;F'!!r,s-m,-1/2• 

The dual space is the following: 

the norm of the element V= (F, G1 , ••• , G,) e Ka·'·-•, being 

(2.8) II!V; R!i 1 lll-r,-~ = !IF; R!i 1 1!-r,-HIII 

+IIG1; F~ll-r,-s+m,+1J2 + ... +IIG,; F~ll-r.-s+ ... ,+lt2· 

The functionals in the space H'·'(!J') have the form 

(2.9) (u, U) = J u(~')U(~')d~', where U e Ha:·-•. 

The spaces H'·•(.Q') and Ha:·-• have the structure of a Hilbert space with the scalar 
product in H'·'(!J') 

(2.10) 

where u1 , w1 are extensions of u, w to a function belonging to H'·' (R!tD, such that 
for an arbitrary lp E Cr(.lf;;i 1 f!J'), 

(ut, m; R!t 1
) = (w 1 , rp; R!i 1

) = 0. 
T r,s r,s 

The scalar product in H[;!'·-s is identical with that in H-r,-s (R!t 1); it has the form 

The functionals in K'·'(!J') have the form 

(2.12) (v, V) = (/,F)+ (g1, G1) + ... + (g1, G1), V= (F, G1, ... , G1)eKa!'·-s. 

The scalar product is defined as foliows: 

(2.13) 
(vt, v2; .0'),,, = (/t ,/2; !J'),,s + (gl, g~; F'),,s-m,-t12 + (gi, .rl ;F'),,s-m1-tf2 

v1eK'· 8 (.0') 

and similarly, we have for the scalar product in K[;!'·-s 

(2.14) (Vt, V2; R~t 1)_,,_, = (F1 , F 2 ; R~t 1) 

+ (Gf, G~; F~)-r,-s+m1 +tt2 + ... + (G~ G~; F~)-r,-s+m,+t/2· 

R e m a r k: The meaning of the symbol ( · , ·) in the above definitions is different in 
different spaces; it becomes unique only when the elements on which it acts are indicated. 
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32 J. KURLANDZKI 

3. Elliptic boundary problems with a parameter 

In this Section we present the basic results concerning the elliptic boundary problem 
[1, 2] and then we make certain generalizations to elliptic problems with a parameter 
in function spaces over the domain !J'. 

Let us replace in the definitions of the spaces H'· 8 (!J') and K'· 8 (!J'), !J', F' b}' the sym
bols !J, rand set r = 0. The obtained spaces denote by H 8 (!J) and K8(!J). 

The corresponding norms have the form 

llf;DJJs = inf j(l+J~J 2tlft(~)l2d~, 

where inf is taken over all extensions / 1 of the function j~ 

and the norms on r are in the local coordinate systems. As in the preceding Section, we 
introduce the scalar products, e.g. for v1 , v2 e K 8 (D): 

I 

(vl, V2 ;D)s = (/1 ,/2 ; D)s-m + }; (g~, g~ ; F) s-m
1
_.!. • 

i=l 2 

To obtain the dual spaces H[; 8 and K[;s we perform identical modifications of the 
definitions of the above-introduced spaces H[;!·-s and Kjj,'·-s, i.e., we replace [J', F' by 
D, rand set r = 0. This concerns also the corresponding definitions of the norms and sca
lar products in which, moreover, the integration with respect to the variable ~' is replaced 
by integration with respect to ~. 

The boundary problem (1.4) is associated with the continuous mapping 

(3.1) T,: u, -+ (E,u,, Bf u,, ... , B:u,) 

of the space H 8(D) into the space K 8(Q), where for every t the function u, E H 8(!J), s >So= 
1 = max (m1 , ... ,m1)+ 2 . 

The mapping T, satisfies for a fixed t the fundamental inequality 

(3.2) 

The mapping f, dual toT, 

(3.3) 7',: (F,, Gf, ... , GD ..... E,F, +i#G,1 + ... +B:a: 
of the space K[;s into the space H[; 8 is given by the relation 

(3.4) 

for a fixed t and u, e H 8(!J), V, e Kiis. The functionals in both sides of (3.4) are, of 
course, defined in different Banach spaces. 

For a fixed t, the mapping f, satisfies also the fundamental inequality 
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Now the boundary problem (1.4) takes the form 

(3.6) 

and the corresponding problem ad joint to (3.6) can be written as follows [2]: 

(3.7) 

A closed theory.of the above two problems was given in [2]. 
Denote now by N, the null subspace of the mapping Tu i.e. the set of elements u, 

satisfying the equation 

(3.8) 

The null subspace of the mapping T, consists of elements V, satisfying the equation 

(3.9) 

we denote it by N,. In what follows we assume that u = dimN, (i.e. the dimension of N,) 
and (i = dimN, are independent oft. In view of the theorem on regularity of solutions 

of elliptic problems [1], there exist bases {U.:}~=t c N, and {V:~=t c N, regular 
with respect to t, i.e. the mappings 

(3.10) t __. u.~' 

are of class coo. 
One of the fundamental results of the general theory is that for every t the dimensions 

of Nand N, are finite. 
Every element U., EN, can be represented in the form of a finite sum 

C1 

(3.11) U., = 2 c,(t) U.;. 
11=1 

Similarly, if V, eN, then 
-
C1 

(3.12) v, = 2 c,(t) v,. 
11=1 

The continuity of the mapping T, for a fixed t is equivalent to the inequality 

(3.13) 

where s is an arbitrary real; similarly, the continuity of T implies that 

(3.14) 

where the constants c, c are independent of t E [t;, t~] and s is an arbitrary real. 

If u, as a function of (x, t) belongs to C00(Q'), (3.13) implies that 

(3.15) 

where r, s are arbitrary reals. 
The inequality (3.15) suggests an extension of the mapping T, to the space Hr·'(Q'). 

1 Arch. Mech. Stos. nr 1/73 
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34 J. KURLANDZIC I 

DEFINITION 1. The extension by continuity of the mapping Tt to the space H'·s(Q') 

will be denoted by T. 
The dual mapping is given by the formula 

(3.16) (Tu, V) = (u, TV), VeKii·'·-s. 

The inequality (3.15) implies an inequality forT, namely 

(3.17) 

where r, s are arbitrary reals. 

We shall later need a certain subspace. 

DEFINITION 2. By Ma we denote the subspace of mappings t..! fPt of class coo of the 

real R~ into the space H 8 (Q) with the support contained in (t~, t~), where 

1 
s > s0 = max (m1 , ..• , m1) + 2 , 

£t2, t.} c (t2, t~) ~ (t2, t~), 

D = Dx(t2, t1)· 

LEMMA 1. For every cp e M/i, the inequality 

(3.18) 

holds, the constant C being independent oft. 
Proof. For a fixed t the value fPt of the mapping cp belongs to H 8(Q). For every 

t, E (t 2, t1], there exists a neighbourhood a., c (t2, ta SUCh that t., E a., and in the neigh

bourhood u., the inequality (3.2) holds with a constant C., independent of t. The Borel 

theorem implies that there exists a finite number of neighbourhoods u.,(v = 1, ... , v0 ), 

such that u., c (t2, t;) and [t;, t~] c Uu.,. Taking C = max C.,, v = 1 , ... , v0 we arrive 

" 
at (3.18). 

Lemma 1 yields 

LEMMA 2. For u E C00(Q'), we have the inequality 

(3.19) llu; D'llo,s ~ c(lljT,u; D'lllo,s+l!u; D'llo,s-1), S >So· 

Proof. We extend u to a function cp e MO. Substituting into the formula (3.18) 

and integrating the squares of both sides with respect to t from + oo to - oo, on the basis 

of the Parseval equation, taking inf over all extensions, we obtain (3.19). 

Similarly to the general theory of elliptic problems, the inequality (3.19) can be modified. 

LEMMA 3. Let t -. u: be a mapping of class coo of the rea/line Rf into the set of elements 

of a finite basis {v:}!= 1 c Nt, such that for a fixed t 

(3.20) (u:, uf; Q)s = 0, if f' -=/=V 

and in accordance with the above assumptions u = dim Nt is independent of t; then, there 
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exists a decomposition of the space Mj; into the orthogonal sum 

s 1 s 0 s 
(3.21) Mii = Mii E9 Mfi 

such that for a .fixed t 

(3.22) if 

Mi; being the space of mappings ;p, 
a 

(3.23) t -+ ~t = }; c"(t)ti;', c"(t) e C00(R;). 
,=1 

and the support c"(t) c (i;, ~). 

Proof. Let qJ e Mfi ; we represent qJ in the form of the sum qJ = ~4(/J, where;p, = 
a 

= 2 c"(t)U:' c"(t) = {qJ, 'u; .Q),IIU: ;!J!I;- 2
• Since the dimension of the basis (J is inde-

v=1 

pendent oft, this expression is meaningful; moreover, c"(t) e coo. Assuming ~' = qJ1 -

a 

- 2 c"(t)u: we complete the proof. 
, ... t 

1 
LEMMA 4. If qJ, e Mn, then the inequality (3.18) takes the form 

(3.24) 
1 

Proof. If ({lt e M6, then for every t 

(p,,u~;.Q), = o, , = 1, ... ,(/. 

Hence, for a fixed t, the inequality (3.24) follows irom the general theory of elliptic problems. 
Lemma 4 implies an important generalization of the inequality (3.24). To this end, we 

decompose the space H0
•" (.Q') into an orthogonal sum of two subspaces 

(3.25) 

where H0•"(.Q') is the completion in the norm 11·; .Q'IIo,s of the set of elements of the form 
a 1 I 1 

u = 2 c"(t)u:, c"(t) e coo and (u, u, .Q')o,s = 0 for u e H 0 ·"(.Q'). 
•=-1 

1 
LEMMA 5. For u e H 0

• •(.Q'), the following inequality holds: 

(3.26) llu; D'llo .• ~ c!I!Tu; D'lllo .•. 
Here T is an extension by continuity of the mapping T, to the space H 0

•" (.Q'). 
Proof. The function space of C00(.Q') is dense in H 0 ·"(.Q'). On the other hand, (3.24) 

yields 

(3.27) 

This formula is true for functions qJ e C00(.Q') and vanishing in R~t 1 -.Q' such that 

( p, u; .Q')o,. = 0 for u e H0 ·"(.Q'). 

3* 
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36 J. KURLANDZKI 

On the basis of the definition of the norm in H 0
• s(.Q'), (3.27) implies that for such q;: 

(3.28) 

and hence, in view of the continuity of T, and the definition of the extension T, we arrive 
at the formula (3.26). 

An analogous reasoning for the dual mapping f, leads to 
LEMMA 6. Let V: t--+ V, be a mapping of class coo of the real line Rf into the space 

Kiis with support contained in (t2 , t 1). Then 

a 

Denote now by i<g:-s the completion of the set of functions of the fom1 V= }; c"(t)V;, 
Jl=1 

c"(t) E C00[t2, td in the norm Ill·; R~t 1 lllo,-n where v; is the basis of the null subspace 

Nr of the mapping T of class coo with respect to t; the elements of this basis satisfy for 
a fixed t the orthogonality condition 

(V:, Vf; R~)-s = 0, v -=1-ft· 

The existence of the above basis follows from the assumption that the dimension of 
the subspace Nr is independent oft. Let us represent the space K2:-s in the form of the 
orthogonal sum 

(3.30) 

1 0 i i 

where (V, V; R~i 1)o,-s = 0 for V E K2:-s. 
1 

LEMMA 7. For V E K2:-s, we have the inequality 

(3.31) 

where T is the extension by continuity of the mapping to the space K2:-s. 
P r o o f. The Lemma constitutes a modification of the inequality (3.29) analogous to 

Lemma 5 for the inequality (3.19). The proof is also similar. 
Lemmas 5 and 7 lead to generalizations of the theorems of existence of solutions of 

elliptic boundary problems to the case of elliptic boundary problems with a parameter. 
THEOREM 2. In order that the equation 

(3.32) 

has a solution u E H 0
•

8 (.Q') it is necessary and sufficient that (b, V)= 0 for an arbitrary 

V e ig:-s, i.e. on the set of solutions of the equation TV = 0. 
P r o o f. The theorem follows in the usual way from the theorem on extension of func

tionals and the inequality (3.26). 
THEOREM 3. In order that the equation 

(3.33) TV = U, U e H2:-s 
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DYNAMIC BOUNDARY PROBLEM 37 

has a solution V E K8:-s it is necessary and sufficient that 

(3.34) (u, u) = o 
for an arbitrary u e ifo,s(Q') i.e., on the set of solutions of the equation Tu = 0. 

P r o o f. The theorem follows from the theorem on extension of functionals and the 
inequality (3.31). 

Theorems 2 and 3 are valid for general elliptic boundary problems. In our case when 
the system of the boundary operators B{(j = I , ... , 1) is normal, we obtain [3] 

THEOREM 4. Let U: t-+ Ut = (Ft, Gf, ... , GD be a mtfpping of class coo of the real line 
1 

Rf into the space ns-m(Q) X n~-m1- 1 '2 (T) X ... X ns-m,- 112 (F) with support contained in 

[t2, td, where m} is the order of the operator B{. The adjoint boundary problem 

(3.35) 

B{wt = G/ on F, j = I, 2, ... , l, 
has a solution Wt e M!J with support contained in [t2 , t 1], if and only if, for an arbitrary 

Ut E H0
·' (Q'), 

I 

(3.36) f utFtdQ'- f ~ S{uG/dF' = o, 
D' r' J=l 

where F' = Fx [t2, td and the boundary operators S{, B{ are defined by the formula (1.5). 

Proof. The space H0 ·'(Q') is the completion of a dense set of elements of the form 
I 

2 c"(t)u~, where c"(t) is an arbitrary function belonging to C00 [t2 , t 1]. The arbitrariness of 
11=1 

c"(t) implies that (3.36) is equivalent to the relation 
I 

(3.37) J u~F,d!J- J ~ s{u:G{dr = o. 
n r J=l 

This is the usual condition of existence of a solution of the problem (3.35) for a fixed t. 
The regularity of the solution w, with respect to t follows from the general theorem [1]. 

Theorem 4 leads to 

LEMMAS. If I) FeM{/+m- 1
, s > s0 = max(m1 , ... ,m1)+ ~ andthesupportofFis 

contained in [t2 , t 1], 

2) iF E M{/+m-l-rt, where L is the operator defined by the formula (1.3), 17 is the order 
of the highest derivative with respect to the variables xij = I, ... , n) appearing in the opera-

tor i, 
3) the inequality -s+m- I -17 > s0 -m holds, 

4) (Lu,, F) = 0 for every ut E H0
·' (Q'), 

then there exists a solution w E Mff of the boundary problem 

(3.38) 
E,w = LF in Q', 

B{w = 0 on F', 

or every t e [t ;, t J and the support w c: [t 2 , t t]. 
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4. Construction of the solution 

Consider the general boundary problem with the parameter 

(4.1) T'lO = b, be R(n c K 0
•

11(!J'), 

where T is the extension of the mapping T, to the space H 0
•

11(Q'). For the problem (4.1), 
Theorem 2 on the existence of the solution is valid. 

In general, the solution w is the sum 

(4.2) 'lO = u+u, 
1 I 

where u e H0 •11 (Q') and u e jjo,s (Q') i.e., Tu = 0, u = }; c"(t)u. 
•=1 

With every b e R(T) (i.e. the set of values of the mapping T), we can associate one and 
1 

only one u e H 0
•

11(Q') such that Tu= b. Thus, there exists a one-to-one mapping 

u: b ~ u(b). 

Let b = ('•p, g 1 , •.• , g1). We shall write u(1p, 0, ... , 0) = u(1p), u(O, gf, ... , tt) = u(g). 
Thus, (4.2) has the form 

(4.4) 'lO = u(1p) + u(g) + u. 
The particular solutions u(1p), u(g) satisfy the equations 

(4.5) 
E,u(1p) = 1p in !J', 

E,u(g) = 0 in Q', 

B/u(g) = g/ on F'. 
(4.6) 

Re mark. In what follows we assume that we know the solutions u = u(1p), u = u(g) 
for arbitrary "'' g e R(T) c K 0

•
11(Q') possessing the properties (4.5), (4.6) and a basis 

u;(, = 1, ... , 1) of the subspace N, regular with respect to t. 
Observe that the inequality 

(4.7) 

constituting a particular case of (3.26) is true. It is equivalent to the continuity of the map
ping u. Hence, the mapping ii dual to u exists and is continuous: 

(4.8) 

Furthermore, for an arbitrary u E ng:-s' 
(4.9) 

We shall now perform a modification of the inequalities (3.15) and (3.17). A particular 
case of (3.15) is 

4.10) 11 E,u,; Q' llr,s-m ~ ell Ur; .Q' llr,s' 
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where r, s are reals and u E C00(.Q'). The inequality (4.10) implies that 

(4.11) IIE,u,; .Q'IIr-m,s ~ cJiu; D'llr,s 
and the latter inequality leads to the relation 

(4.12) 

where r, s are reals and Fe C~. 
The basis of the construction of the initial-boundary problem (1.11) is the following 
LEMMA 9. Let 'fJ be the order of the highest derivative with respect to the variables xi(i = 

= 1, ... , n) in the operator L defined by the formula (1.10). If 1) FE C~(R~i 1), 2) the support 
ofF is contained in .Q', 3) (Lu, F)= 0 for an arbitrary u E H 0

•5 (.Q') (the space H 0
•
5 (Q') is 

defined by the formula (3.25)), 4) m -1 - rJ ~ 0, then the inequality(!) 

(4.13) 

is true; here u is the mapping dual to u defined by the formula (4.8) and the constant C depends 
on D'. 

Proof. In the general theory of the Cauchy problem [1] we have the inequality 

(4.14) 

for an arbitrary Fe C~. Lemma 8 implies that for F satisfying 1) 2), 3) there exists v, e M,fi 
such that 

- -
E,v, = LF in .Q', 

-) B,v, = o on F' = (t2, tt]xr. 

In view of the continuity of the operator E,, 

llv,; .Q' llm ~ 11 E,v,; .Q' llo, 
where we have denoted ll·lls,o = ll·lls· Observe that for rp e C~(.Q') we have 

11 fP ; .Q' 11 o = 11 fP; R~t 1 Jl o · 
On the basis of the inequality ( 4.14) we find that the mapping u,( ·) dual to u,( ·) satisfies 
the inequality 

IIF+v,;D'IIm = Jlu(E,F+E,v,); .Q'IIm 

= llu(ErF+LF); D'llm ~ cjjE,F+LF; .Q'IIo = cjjAF;R~i 1 llo ~ JIF; R~i 1 llm-1' 
Q.E.D. 

The fundamental theorem follows directly from the last Lemma. 

THEOREM 5. If 1) b, = fr-Lu,(g) E Mfim+ 1
; 2) b, = 0 for t < 0, 3) m-1-'f} ~ 0, 

where 'fJ is the order of the highest derivative with respect to the variables xj(j = 1, ... , n), 

4) for V = 1 , ... , (] there exist solutions (/J; of the equations i:qJ~ = U~ , fPt E nm-1 (.Q'), Where 

u: is an /-dimensional orthogonal basis normed in H0 (.Q') with the scalar product ( ·, ·) and 

(1) We denote hereafter 11· 11 o = 11· 11 
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E,u; = 0, B{u; = 0, then there exists a) "Pt E H[i,m such that t-+ "Pt is a mapping of the 
real line Rf into the space Hji 8 of class C00(Rf) with the support contained in [0, T 2 ] and "Pr 

is a solution of the equation ('fJJ,, u(A(J),)) = (f,, (J),)·-(Lu(g), (J),); this equation holds for all 

1 " 

(/)rE Hff,, i.e. orthogonal to all elements oftheformLu, whereu, = 2: d"(t)ut; b) the system 
v=l 

of functions c,(t) defined by the formula in the scalar product in Rn, 

c,(t) = (b,cpD-('fJJt, u(AcpD)-(Lu,(g), c/Jn, V= 1, ... , a, 

such that the equation 

a 

(~ c,(t)u~ +u,(1fJ,}, A(J),) = (J,-Au,(g), (J)r) 
11=1 

holds, c) the solution of the initial-boundary problem 

Aw, = f, in !J', Bfu, = gf on F' 

is of the form 
a 

w, = ~ c,(t)u; + ut('fJJ,) + u,(g), 
v=l 

where u,(1pt) is the extension by continuity to the space H[i,m defined by the formula 

d) for all "Pt satisfying the condition ( "Pt, ~tLm = 0, where ~t is an arbitrary solution of the 

equation ( ~t, ii(A(J),)) = 0, the inequality 

!I"P,; R~t 1 ll-m ~ CI!Au(1fJ,); !J'Ii-m+t 
holds. This inequality implies the regularity for 1p,, i.e. if b, E MA,, then "Pt E Mg,; then the 
boundary conditions in the ordinary sense are satisfied. 

The function "Pt is constructed in the usual manner by means of the Banach-Hahn the
orem on the extension of functionals, and the inequality ( 4.13). 

5. Mixed boundary problem 

Consider now an application of our results to the solution of the mixed initial-boundary 
problem 

(5.1) 
Au =f in Q', B{u = g/ on Fj, j = 1,2, 

u = 0 for t < 0, 

where the boundary r is the sum r = F 1 u F;_, B{ are two systems of normal boundary 
operators, each satisfying the conditions stated at the beginning of this paper. 

We shall base on the theorem [4] concerning elliptic mixed boundary problems. 
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THEOREM 6. If the system of the boundary operators B{ = B{ (x, D) is normal for 

j = 1, 2 (for afixed t), then for !t E C00(Q) and([,, N+) = 0, where N+ is a subspace of Hs(Q) 
of a finite dimension, then there exists a solution u E L 2 (!J) of the mixed boundary problem 

E,u, =fr in Q, B{u, = 0 on F 1 , j = 1, 2, 

such that u E C00(F)for every closed set F c Qy where rl n r2 = y. 
As before we assume that the solution of the mixed initial-boundary problem (4.1) has 

the form 
(J 

(5.2) Wr = Ur(VJr) + u,(g,) + }; c,(t) u;, 
v=l 

where u,(VJ,) is the solution of the mixed elliptic problem following from Theorem 2, 

E,u,(VJr) = VJr, 
(5.3) 

Erur(g,) = 0, B{u,(gr) = g/ on F1, j = 1, 2, 

'Pt is the unknown function, g/ the function obtained on the basis of the problem (5.1). 
The function 'Pt should be chosen in such a manner that the equation 

(5.4) 

is satisfied for any cp e Cg'(Q'). 
Applying a procedure similar to that in the preceding Sections it can be proved that 

there holds a theorem basically the same as that proved above, provided the auxiliary func
tion u,( ·)connected with the continuous boundary problem is replaced by the function 
defined in Theorem 2. 

This follows also from the fact that every function given by the formula (5.2) can be 
represented by means of a function Wr defined by Theorem 1, in particular by c). The prob
lem of establishing an effective realization of the functions "Pt and c,(t) appearing in (5.2) 
can be solved by reducing the expression (5.4) to an infinite system of algebraic equations; 
the author considered this problem for elliptic equations. 
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